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Information warfare is predicated on a belief that new information processing technology, that has been embedded in intelligence surveillance and reconnaissance systems, command and control systems, and precision munitions, has vastly increased U.S. military capabilities. Systems employing information technology are believed to allow the attainment of information superiority and consequently enable dominant maneuver across the "battlespace." Information warfare places heavy responsibility on the intelligence which is collected and processed through these systems. However, information warfare doctrine reveals an idiosyncratic interpretation of intelligence which favors indicators from reconnaissance and surveillance systems and discounts the value of intelligence analysis. The bias favoring surveillance and reconnaissance products reflects unrealistic expectation regarding the perfectibility of this type of intelligence. Furthermore, using the concepts of bounded rationality and complex process coupling from organization theory, the paper argues that decision makers require a balanced input of surveillance and reconnaissance products and intelligence analysis if they are to develop a real understanding of complex strategic interactions. Intelligence analysis will also help reduce the possibility that systems accidents will occur when surveillance and reconnaissance sensors are tightly coupled with weapons systems. The paper offers a balanced approach to the relationship between intelligence analysis and information warfare to properly account for the effects of bounded rationality and complex process coupling.
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BOUNDED RATIONALITY AND COMPLEX PROCESS COUPLING: CHALLENGES FOR INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT TO INFORMATION WARFARE

They constantly try to escape
From the darkness outside and within
By dreaming of systems so perfect that no one will need be good.
T. S. Eliot, "The Rock"

The technologically astonishing Gulf War against Iraq led many scholars to speculate that advances in information related technology were producing major changes in the nature of war. These ideas were not new since the various relationships between science, technology, politics, war, strategy and military organizations have been thoroughly studied, particularly since World War II.\(^1\) What seemed different about the situation after the Desert Storm operation, however, was the broadly shared impression that information technology had imposed potentially "revolutionary" changes that were many orders of magnitude more pervasive and significant than had been previously anticipated.\(^2\) Furthermore, a great strategic opportunity was available to the United States if the nation was prepared to exploit it.\(^3\) A large literature about the supposed "revolution in military affairs" quickly developed.

Typical of many intriguing concepts that have enjoyed periods of intense fame, the hullabaloo about the revolution in military affairs largely subsided by the end of the 1990s.\(^4\) However, the idea that information technologies have special implications for warfare remained a subject of serious inquiry that eventually resulted in the recognition of "information operations" and "information warfare" in joint and service doctrines.\(^5\)

Information warfare - as it is defined in joint and service doctrines - is predicated on the belief that the information technologies embedded in new weapons and related sensor and intelligence systems have produced significant military effects at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels of war.\(^6\) These technologies are embedded in a variety of intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) systems that have already enabled great improvements in detection and precision engagement.\(^7\) Unfortunately, because of the tight linkage of intelligence with surveillance and reconnaissance, information warfare advocates increasingly equate information and intelligence.

The tendency to equate information and intelligence probably stems from the dual nature of the term "intelligence," which is both a process and a range of products. Information and intelligence are epistemologically related concepts, but they differ in terms of their scope, content, and ability to create understanding.\(^8\) As a process, intelligence is a collective description that includes the means to collect data, analyze information, and disseminate products. Reconnaissance and sensor system output is intelligence, but only in a narrow sense. These systems can provide concrete indications of an adversary's presence, capabilities, and dispositions on the ground, on and under the sea, and in the air.\(^9\) No doubt this output, often conveyed in tangible images, has had a major impact on operations. A picture does speak a thousand words. However, sensor output only tells part of the story and the picture can be misleading. Intelligence analysis shows why sensor output and other information collected on the
battlefield is important. Intelligence analysis relates sensor data to the adversary's doctrine, operational history, and probable intentions, in order to help decision makers and commanders understand the strategic, operational, and tactical environments in which they must cope with a dynamic opponent. Intelligence analysis is supposed to provide the understanding that enables information warfare. Joint doctrine for information operations recognizes this relationship. The main issue, however, is whether the intelligence establishment can satisfy the "unique and detailed" demands of information operations and what might happen if it provides inadequate or incorrect intelligence.

The purpose of this study is to examine this complex issue from an organizational standpoint and offer ways to at least mitigate many of the problems inherent in the current relationship between the intelligence and information warfare communities. The organization theory concepts of "bounded rationality" and "complex process coupling" offer ways to identify and analyze some of the inherent limitations of information warfare. The structural constraints that emerged during the post-World War II evolution of the U.S. intelligence community also have implications for the role intelligence can and should play in information warfare. Understanding the logical and structural constraints affecting information warfare and intelligence is the basis for establishing a synergistic harmony between the two disciplines.

CONCEPTS FROM ORGANIZATION THEORY

BOUNDARY RATIONALITY

Herbert A. Simon introduced the concept of "bounded rationality," as a qualifier to the "rational actor" model that has been used extensively in political, economic, and organizational analysis. In the rational actor model, a state is assumed to make and execute policies as though it is one entity that knows what it wants and that acts to achieve its objectives at the lowest cost when the opportunity arises. In terms of military affairs, the rational actor perspective assumes that national security decision-makers and military commanders have a clear sense of their priorities, their resources, and opportunities. They have a mission with specific objectives, operational forces with known capabilities, and an adversary with known capabilities and intentions. Friendly and enemy forces meet in an environment that can be observed and measured. As strategic interaction begins or the guns start to fire, the decision makers and commanders issue orders to most efficiently obtain their objectives and complete their missions.

Although Simon recognized the appeal of the rational actor model as a way to simplify complex interactions, he was not satisfied that it reflected the actual behavior of people or organizations. Looking at people, Simon identified three sources of limits which tend to "bound" individual decision makers:

[He] is limited by his unconscious skills, habits, and reflexes; he is limited by his values and conceptions of purpose, which may diverge from the organization goals; he is limited by the extent of his knowledge and information. The individual can be rational in terms of the organization's goals only to the extent that he is able to pursue a particular course of action, he has correct conception of the goal of the action, and he is correctly informed about the conditions surrounding his actions. Within the boundaries laid down by these factors his choices are rational-goal-oriented.
Simon places particular emphasis on the individual decision-maker's ability to cope with the complexity of the situation, the understanding of the larger goal, and the degree of accurate information received about the situation. People and organizations act with rational intentions to efficiently achieve their personal and organizational objectives, Simon concludes, but physical, psychological, and structural limits make it impossible to attain "perfect information." These individual and organizational constraints have placed bounds on the degree of objective rationality that any decision-maker or organization can hope to achieve.

In actuality, the human being never has more than a fragmentary knowledge of the conditions surrounding his action, nor more than a slight insight into the regularities and laws that would permit him to induce future consequences from a knowledge of present circumstances.\textsuperscript{15}

When decision-makers are faced with this uncertainty and complexity, they often decide to "satisfice"—selecting the first option which nominally meets their criteria, rather than deliberate further to select the best option—assuming that option could ever be fully anticipated in advance.

**COMPLEX PROCESS COUPLING**

Charles Perrow derived the idea of "coupling" from industrial engineering where it was originally used as a variable to describe chemical plants and oil refineries that made products in elaborate physical plants using complex, closely coordinated, and time dependent processes. Perrow applied the idea of complex process coupling to the study of organizations responsible for complex, technologically intensive, processes.

Tightly coupled systems have more time-dependent processes: they cannot wait or stand by until attended to. Sometimes this is expressly for efficiency reasons, but generally it is because the production process does not allow for cooling and reheating, for forgetting and then relearning. ...The sequences in tightly coupled systems are more invariant. B must follow A, because that is the only way to make the product. ...In tightly coupled systems, not only are the specific sequences invariant, but the overall design of the process allows only one way to reach the production goal. ...Tightly coupled systems have little slack. Quantities must be precise; resources cannot be substituted for one another; ...failed equipment entails a shutdown because the temporary substitution of other equipment is not possible.\textsuperscript{16}

Perrow found that accidents occurred in plants with complex processes even though these plants had been designed with great care and thorough planning. The possible sources of failure had often been correctly anticipated. A valve might stick at one point slowing down the flow of some important component of the process or a display dial might go out of calibration and give a false reading. The system's engineers often correctly identified the potential individual sources of failure in advance; but Perrow discovered that they had not anticipated that combinations of certain failures would have critical interdependencies. Unanticipated combinations produced a special class of "system accidents" that could occur in tightly coupled systems when multiple failures revealed previously unanticipated interdependence between sub-systems or sub-components. The consequences of the subsequent failures were often amplified by the system's human operators who had intervened to correct the initial problem.
The problem became more difficult to solve and potentially more dangerous in proportion to the degree that the system was tightly coupled. Perrow pointed out, “in loosely coupled systems there is a better chance that expedient, spur-of-the-moment buffers and redundancies and substitutions can be found, even though they were not planned ahead of time.” A tightly coupled system would provide very limited ability to recover from failure before the process failed completely. Tight coupling put a premium on comprehensive planning and the installation of buffers and automatic recovery systems that could add time for trying different solutions to novel problems.

The amount of difficulty involved in resolving a novel or unanticipated problem varied in terms of the complexity of the process involved and the intricacy of the unanticipated interdependencies that the accident might reveal. Complex interactions involving “unfamiliar sequences, or unplanned and unexpected sequences, ...either not visible or not immediately comprehensible” were particularly difficult problems. Problems of great complexity and intricacy would take much longer to solve and some might never be solved. The situation would become particularly serious if the complex tightly coupled process had a high “catastrophic potential” in that the failure of the system would produce a very destructive outcome. Two examples are the meltdown of a nuclear reactor at Three Mile Island and the leak in the Union Carbide chemical plant in Bhopal, India. What is remarkable about system accidents, Perrow concluded, was not their rarity. The conditions that permitted such accidents to occur were so common that they might even be called “normal accidents.”

THE NEW ROLE OF INFORMATION IN WARFARE

DOMINANT BATTLESPACE AWARENESS

Impressed with the vivid products of reconnaissance and surveillance capabilities, information warfare advocates argue that information has a new and vastly more significant role in warfare. This belief is based on the expectation that advanced information technologies give strategic decision-makers and commanders the ability to gain a comprehensive view of the overall situation not possible since the days of Napoleon. This comprehensive perspective is called “dominant battlespace awareness” in which the term “battlespace” represents the fusion of the physical and virtual focal points of conflict.

General Gordon Sullivan, a former Chief of Staff of the United States Army, summarized the concept of dominant battlespace awareness as the ability to “locate [the] enemy force quickly and precisely, whether those enemies are agrarian war lords, industrial armies, or an information age peer.” At the same time, battlespace awareness also means that armies have the ability to know where their own forces are “much more accurately than before while denying that kind of information to their foes.” Lastly, this information is broadly “distributed among all committed forces - land, sea, air, and space - to create a common perception of the battlefield.” General Sullivan concludes that this shared “situational awareness, coupled with the ability to conduct continuous operations,” has permitted “information age armies to observe, decide, and act faster, more correctly and more precisely than their enemies.”
INFORMATION SUPERIORITY

General Sullivan’s summation of dominant battlespace awareness consistently points to the ability to see and locate things and to share information about these things with other friendly commanders. The former CSA makes no reference to understanding the implications of the adversary’s dispositions, patterns of behavior, or intentions. This is a common attitude among information warfare advocates. In any event, information warfare advocates do not argue that dominant battlespace awareness is sufficient for victory. Instead they note that dominant awareness must be converted into comprehensive “information superiority.” Much like air superiority, information superiority must be established within a specific context against a real adversary.

Information superiority is the “capability to collect, process, and disseminate an uninterrupted flow of information while exploiting or denying an adversary’s ability to do the same.” The concept, however, once again gives little attention to understanding the adversary’s intentions. Can information superiority be meaningful if it essentially excludes the adversary’s intentions? Michael Herman, a noted intelligence scholar, thinks not. He considers the term “information superiority” quite ambiguous and based entirely on one kind of information: “the observation-measurement of objects.” He finds the tendency of information warfare advocates to exclude “the textual or message-like sources that provide access to the enemy’s mind” quite remarkable.

Herman also notes that some of the military leaders in the Gulf War found the ability to measure things potentially misleading. General A. C. Horner, for example, the Air Component Commander during Desert Storm, described how the high technology of AWACs radars and moving target indicators provided an opportunity to “inject biases” into judgments about Iraq’s intentions and capabilities. Horner observed that “the Gulf War is replete with our failures to understand the enemy, to dissect him with the clarity needed to discover his intentions and capabilities.”

Information warfare advocates are not worried about the concerns that General Horner has raised. Instead, they postulate that reconnaissance and surveillance sensors will make centers of gravity self-evident as a result of the identification and location of capabilities.

The lack of attention to the adversary’s motivation and intentions also reflects the strong offensive spirit of information warfare. Understanding an adversary’s intentions and interests is not particularly important if the capability exists to destroy that adversary at great distance. Similarly, information warfare advocates have apparently suggested that understanding what an adversary wants is irrelevant because the goal of information warfare is the absolute control and domination of that adversary.

CHANGING NATURE OF SPACE AND TIME

At a more subtle level, information warfare advocates also argue that dominant battlespace knowledge and information superiority increase the significance of space and time as variables in warfare. Information technologies have increased space two ways. First, they enable commanders to know the precise location and movements of friendly and adversary forces at a very great range and provide the
ability to strike targets with great precision at these longer ranges. Second, the technologies involved with computer networks also allow operations to take place in the “global information infrastructure.” This infrastructure is similar to “cyberspace.” Neither is a physical location; but both terms represent the environment in which all sorts of data acquisition and processing capabilities have become interconnected. The ability to conduct “network centric warfare” on an adversary’s presence, interests, and resources in the global information infrastructure is one of the more esoteric aspects of information warfare doctrine.

Sensor, strike, and command and control systems also tend to accelerate detection, decision, and action processes, producing a compression of time. Speed becomes a critical variable. Engagements develop faster due to the longer range sensors and terminate quicker due to the increased lethality and range of precision weapons. Similarly, computer network attacks launched into the global information infrastructure possess a time logic all their own.

Changes in the salience of space and time have important implications for command and control. Perceptions of the two variables continuously interact with a commander’s awareness of the situation. Space also develops an inverse relationship to time. The logical consequence of this trend is the possibility that physical space and locations become less relevant, while time constraints become ever more dominant.

[Rapid] technological advancement has reduced the span needed to know, decide, and act with the result that time has been shrinking, while space (the extent of the battlefield) has been expanding. This may lead to a state of seamless space, where borders become less relevant in the conduct of war, and time assumes the form of boundaries. This border of time will be the decisive factor of war...

The “front” of classical conception has probably vanished forever, but the zone of conflict - the “battlespace,” has expanded tangibly and conceptually. Ironically, given the offensive spirit of information warfare, the density of military forces present on the physical battlefield has also declined significantly. The battlefield has tended to become “empty.” Massed armies and fleets will probably never again meet in head-on battle. Extending this trend into the future, battles will increasingly take place across a broadly distributed geographic and virtual reality where smaller and more capable forces engage each other with customized force packages that have become more precise, longer range, and more deadly.

Highly reliable geographic positioning, reconnaissance, and surveillance systems have allowed friendly forces the ability to rapidly identify, fix, and track adversary movements, dispositions, and preparations in the battlespace. Once located, commanders have the ability to discriminate between the most valuable targets and mass forces on demand in order to attack physical targets with high precision weapons at long range. Some of those weapons may be of the old fashioned variety that destroy through explosive power and shock, but others may be more subtle and achieve destructive effects by corrupting or disabling the adversary’s information resources without the use of explosives. Whatever “kill mechanism” a weapon may use, time compression and speed will increasingly characterize engagements
since the objective will be to process all the necessary information required to execute an attack faster than an adversary.

Information warfare advocates claim that the ability to see, think and act more quickly than an adversary has become decisive. A commander's "decision loop" has "tightened" to the point were "an asymmetry created in time proves to be decisive." Time itself has become a factor of vital significance in the information age: "the side that controls time will be in a superior position to conduct war in all dimensions."  

**IMPLICATIONS OF BOUNDED RATIONALITY AND COMPLEX PROCESS COUPLING**

Information warfare advocates posit an idealized rational, value maximizing, decision maker or commander, who exercises information superiority under acute time constraints while dealing with huge volumes of information. This decision maker functions within a technologically rich environment where ISR systems provide fast, accurate, and unambiguous indicators of adversary actions and feedback about the effects of friendly actions. These systems also allow the decision maker to engage and influence the adversary with precision weapons and other information tools at a great distance.

Information warfare advocates admit that things can go wrong in this environment. For example, decision makers and commanders might be swamped by the quantity of information flowing into a command post. However, information warfare advocates do not explicitly acknowledge bounded rationality. Instead they argue that technology-based decision aids can customize the information flow to deliver critical data in a digestible format. They specifically claim that information technology would keep decision makers and commanders informed about the conditions surrounding his actions to an unprecedented level. This seems to respond to two of Simon's qualifications on the attainment of rationality: the ability to understand the goal and the situation.

However, information warfare advocates do not address satisficing. On the contrary, they appear to assume that decision makers and commanders make the best decision and do not select the first alternative which satisfies the minimum conditions. If decision makers and commanders actually satisfice, the anticipated marginal utility of additional investments in esoteric intelligence sensors and command and control systems might be much lower than information warfare advocates assume. Consequently, the additional presumed incremental contribution to "agility" on the battlefield may be much harder to realize than information warfare advocates have considered.

Furthermore, information warfare advocates have not addressed the potential adverse consequences of the tight coupling of ISR systems with precision weapons platforms. Quite the opposite: information warfare advocates emphasize that the speed of this coupling is critical to realize the advantages that come from information superiority. The ability to conduct rapid, precise, and long-range engagement has a strong appeal to commanders who want to reduce "footprints" on the battlefield and increase the mobility and agility of their forces. These commanders, quite rationally, want to achieve the greatest possible impact, at the longest range, in the shortest time with the smallest force. They have
come to believe that ISR systems and information warfare doctrine increase their chances for success and reduce the risk of loss since smaller - but more capable - forces would be exposed to danger for a shorter period of time.

Reality intrudes, unfortunately, because bounded rationality and satisficing establish some very firm limits to the degree of perfectibility of any system which seeks to achieve or apply information superiority. Bounded rationality and satisficing do not suggest that information superiority is a myth; but on a conceptual basis, information superiority may not produce the overwhelming advantage that information warfare advocates expect. Bounded rationality and satisficing behavior make it difficult to ignore the possibility that something may go wrong. If success has become a matter of the ability to "mass on demand" and to execute precision engagements or provide "just in time" resupply, prudent risk management suggests that more redundancy and back up capability should be built into operations than information warfare advocates admit. Likewise, these concepts further suggest that points of diminishing marginal utility exist in the efforts to trade off firepower for precision.

The potential adverse synergy between information warfare, bounded rationality and complex process coupling is evident in a variety of potential "unintended consequences" of information warfare. Some of these consequences have already been identified in information warfare literature. Others consequences derive from studies of the technological acceleration of western society. These consequences can have devastating effects on military operations and strategic interactions.

INFORMATION OVERLOAD

Information warfare advocates recognize the possibility that the amount of information flowing into a headquarters or command post may produce information "overload." In addition to the interaction with bounded rationality, this overload may have a number of procedural consequences. For example, if the volume of information "swamps" the decision making process, the most critical pieces of information may be lost in the volume. This is the same "signal to noise" ratio problem that Roberta Wohlstetter identified in her classic analysis of the intelligence failure that contributed to Pearl Harbor. The introduction of sophisticated presentation technology to tame the data-stream may also disguise missing or incomplete data. In other words, the style of the presentation may obscure its lack of substance or create false confidence.

Rather than reduce bounded rationality, information overload can amplify it. Command centers are already complex technological environments containing numerous communications, intelligence, and administrative systems. Military officers with extensive field experience believe that information overload is already common. Furthermore the addition of new software and hardware to solve information overload problems creates more confusion because it generally increases the information flow. If the flow of information becomes overwhelming, or confidence in the integrity of the data is lost, general uncertainty may lead commanders to ignore information or to be hesitant in using it.
Furthermore, the additional technology that has been introduced to tame the rising datastream has rarely been simple to operate or unambiguous in its output. The amount of additional knowledge that commanders and their staffs must have to properly operate these command and control systems and to understand the feedback that they provide adds to their “knowledge burden.” The “knowledge burden” is essentially the price that must be paid in intellectual capital, attention, and manpower, to be sure that the “outcomes of a system are not surprises.”45 Anyone who has attempted to program a video cassette recorder has experienced a knowledge burden. The weight of this burden and where it falls on the staff is directly proportional to the amount of capability that the decision-aid is expected to provide. This, in turn, is usually positively correlated with the complexity of the technology. Some of these decision aids are so complex that they have essentially been accompanied by specialized support personnel from the contractor supplying the system.

Bounded rationality and process coupling are both evident in the consequences of information overload. The new technology introduced into command posts with the intention of making them information warfare capable increases the knowledge burden on the staff which must know how to properly use it. Commanders already work within technically complex command centers. The additional knowledge burden placed on them, or the staff, may incline them to simply turn off the machines, or satise, or to make mistakes. In either case, they would demonstrate the restraints of bounded rationality and complex process coupling.

“ROLE OVERLAP” AND MICROMANAGING

The second potential weakness of information warfare in terms of bounded rationality and complex process coupling pertains to the integrity of the command and control hierarchy. Information warfare advocates recognize the requirement for a chain-of-command and a hierarchy of authority. They argue that information technologies will make the chain-of-command more efficient by flattening organizations. However, an organization with a flattened hierarchy may expose subordinates to information that was previously only available to the superior echelon. Access to this information may dispose subordinates to second-guess their superiors and to assume more authority than is appropriate. Alternatively, high resolution details of battlefield activities may be simultaneously broadcast to the highest levels of the hierarchy. This may produce micromanaging in the belief that slight interventions to “fine tune” operations will produce better political outcomes.46 At the strategic level, such interventions amplify the potential for bounded rationality to manifest itself as “group think.” Alternatively, it could produce risk aversion and hesitation in subordinate commanders, who come to expect micromanagement and await what they believe will be inevitable guidance.47

The anticipated gains in decentralization and flattened hierarchies that support agility may also be lost because the more likely consequence of enhanced command and control will be centralization. Herbert Simon detected this tendency in most administrative arrangements:

The difficulties of transmission from sources of information to decision centers tend to draw the latter toward the former, while the difficulties of transmission from decision
centers to points of action create a pull in the opposite direction. ...The pulls that tend to bring about a centralization of the decision-making functions ...are the need for responsibility, expertise, and coordination. The two principal pulls in the opposite direction - that of decentralization - are, first, the fact that a very large portion of the information that is relevant to decisions originates at the operating level, and second, that the separation of decision from action increases the time and man-power costs of making and transmitting decisions.  

Role overlap and micromanaging also reflect complex process coupling. If a subordinate takes an inappropriate initiative, he or she may induce a failure which creates cascading failures at other parts of the operation. By the same token, the tendency of superior echelons to assume greater control through micromanaging can create ambiguity in the subordinate distribution of authority and responsibility for operations. When unanticipated problems arise, this ambiguity may introduce confusion as to which echelon is responsible for problem resolution. Complex and intricate operations are not likely to be successful if there is confusion about the actual distribution of authority and responsibility. Ambiguity in command authority generally does not lead to success.  

DECISION PRESSURE AND PROCRASTINATION  
The third area of concern pertains to the pressures which information warfare technology places on individual commanders. This consequence speaks directly to bounded rationality. Facing a flood of data, or ambiguous information, commanders may procrastinate and wait for better information to develop. In contrast to satisficing, commanders could develop an “information dependency” that raises the threshold for adequate information prior to making a decision. This dependency could become an information “pathology” if commanders or their staffs reach a point where they are never satisfied that they have enough “actionable information.”  
The very potential success of information warfare technologies could induce this failure because the expectation of perfection could decrease the effectiveness of commanders in ambiguous or uncertain operational environments. It may be better if commanders do satisfice since the commander who waits for perfect information may be defeated by the one who acts on “good enough” information.  
Alternatively, commanders may be overconfident, assuming that a command and control system contains more expertise than it really does. As a result, they may discount expert information that may be available in their staffs or from other organizations supporting their operations. Commanders may also assume that the system has done essential operational coordination for them and that the surveillance and reconnaissance systems have been dedicated to their segment of the mission. This may prove to be untrue at a critical moment.  

INAPPROPRIATE LOGIC AND THE PARADOX OF EFFICIENCY  
The fourth potential problem of information warfare concerns inappropriate logic and the paradox of efficiency. These are adverse effects of complex process coupling. Information warfare advocates have noted that in order to benefit from acceleration, highly automated systems will be needed to execute a
variety of combat, combat support, and combat service support functions. However, the possibility exists that these systems may make logical, but “inappropriate” decisions that lead to dumb outcomes.\(^{53}\)

The systems that accelerate the decision making process through automated analysis have great potential to deliver inappropriate logic.\(^{54}\) For example, surveillance and reconnaissance systems can be programmed to issue an alarm if certain previously defined indicators change. These systems are much more complex than a fire alarm that responds to changes in only two indicators - the presence of heat and smoke. Surveillance and reconnaissance systems are sensitive to numerous inputs distributed over a broad geographic area. Indicators might include increases in the density of moving vehicles, the presence of certain types of radars, or the adversary’s sudden use of certain radio frequencies, among many others.

Decision rules are introduced to highlight changes of critical indicators in order to assess what an adversary is about to do. Decision rules are determined in advance based on analysis of the adversary’s doctrine, capabilities, presumed intentions, and objectives. The quality of the decision rules built into the system has a direct impact on the ability to overcome the consequences of bounded rationality. The better the decision rules, the faster the system can operate. This is exactly what information warfare advocates want. Ironically, the effort to further perfect decision rules can lead to a “paradox of efficiency” that amplifies the adverse consequences of complex process coupling.

James Gleick introduced the concept of the paradox of efficiency as a way to understand the consequences of efforts made to take slack time out of complex processes in the name of efficiency. Principal examples of such systems are highway and air traffic flow management systems. A paradox of efficiency can produce two outcomes. In the first case, efforts to make the system more efficient are successful. Slack time is removed and the cars, trucks, and planes do move more efficiently, but only for a very short time because the space that is created immediately fills with more cars, trucks, and planes. In other words increasing demand on the system results from every attempt to make it more efficient.

The second version of a paradox of efficiency is the increased potential for a systems accident. In the air traffic industry, for example, spare air crews and aircraft were previously held in reserve to react to a breakdown or weather problems. However, these slack resources were expensive to maintain and were subsequently eliminated to reduce overhead costs. Consistent with the complex process coupling model, a system with no slack has limited flexibility when confronting a novel problem. Today, when weather delays flights or aircraft break down, there are few alternative means to move passengers. With no crews or planes in reserve, airlines have little choice but to cancel flights. Doing so, of course, saves the airline money and passes the cost on to passengers who also have no choice and must pay in time and frustration.\(^{55}\)

For military operations, the paradox of efficiency suggests that removing reserve capability may be a bad idea because it exacerbates the potential adverse consequences of complex system coupling. It also suggests that the ability to accelerate processes may not always be an intrinsically good idea. The paradox of efficiency and adverse consequences of acceleration were demonstrated in the May 1999 accidental bombing of the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, during the NATO air campaign.
against the Milosevic regime. In this case, consistent with information warfare doctrine, air operations were conducted at a very high operational tempo to exert continuous pressure on the Serbian leadership. At the same time, precision weapons focused that pressure on the regime rather than on non-combatants. Consequently, the CIA - in apparently its only attempt to nominate a target - proposed a building in Belgrade believed to contain an important military logistical organization. This target was subsequently approved at the highest level.\textsuperscript{56} Unfortunately, the CIA leadership apparently did not know that the logistical unit had moved out of the building and that the Chinese Embassy had moved in. The building was struck with great precision, devastating effect, and catastrophic unintended consequences for international diplomatic relations.\textsuperscript{57} Two parts of the system failed simultaneously: an outdated map, and an outdated target database. The possibility was unanticipated. It was a classic example of a systems accident due to the paradox of efficiency and complex process coupling.\textsuperscript{58}

Subsequent investigation of the accident revealed the degree to which the acceleration of the target identification and engagement process played a role and the systemic nature of the other causes.\textsuperscript{59} It also demonstrated that accuracy thresholds for precision engagements are much harder to achieve and sustain than was previously believed.

### ACCURACY THRESHOLDS

The question of information accuracy is particularly serious for ISR systems supporting precision engagements and the global navigation system that supports the precision engagement component of information warfare.\textsuperscript{60} Writing four years prior to Chinese Embassy bombing accident, Captain Edward Smith, a career Navy intelligence officer, noted that the accuracy of weapons had already increased much faster than the ability to identify appropriate targets for precision strikes. He concluded that the successful use of precision weapons made intelligence and precision deeply interdependent. Smith noted that: "we must know \textit{which} window/building/time must be targeted - that is, we must know \textit{why} that room in that building at that time is so important to the enemy and how that specific air defense system will attempt to thwart our missile attack."\textsuperscript{61}

In contrast to information warfare advocates, Smith doubts that information with this level of accuracy exists within the intelligence system. He further doubts that satellites can rapidly collect and forward this type of information in cases where data bases are incomplete. Lastly he doubts that the amount of information necessary to support precision strike capabilities can be "reduced to neat sets of data that can be handled almost entirely by computer."\textsuperscript{62}

Smith's objections directly concern the adverse consequences of complex process coupling. If the ability to increase precision exceeds the ability to understand what is occurring at distant areas of interest, then bounded rationality and complex process coupling will get worse. Unfortunately, as Captain Smith notes, information warfare advocates assert the ability to produce the required information, but they have not proven their case. The Chinese Embassy accident suggests that it may not be possible to prove it.
SYSTEM VULNERABILITY

Misleading lessons drawn from Desert Storm have also created false confidence about the resilience of the surveillance, reconnaissance, and command and control systems supporting information warfare. During Desert Storm, the allies enjoyed “an uncharacteristic free-signaling environment where the major impediments were self-induced.” The fact that Iraq let the allies arrange their forces virtually unmolested created a false confidence that the systems are not vulnerable. Quite the reverse is true.

The effort to gain information superiority will be technologically intensive to an unprecedented degree. Dependency on information flows “inevitably creates vulnerabilities an intelligent enemy will not hesitate to exploit.” In keeping with Perrow’s observations about the linkage of increasingly complex processes, the potential adverse consequences of system vulnerability grow with the level of dependence on the system. Furthermore, opportunities for exploitation increase rather than diminish in relation to the complexity of the technology in use.

Adversaries are likely to appreciate that these systems will become an American operational center of gravity. Consequently, they will focus their destructive attention on exploiting any potential vulnerabilities that they find. Since they are unlikely to seek to match the capability, “asymmetrical responses” will likely be chosen.

“INSTANTANEITY”

Instantaneity is a term used to describe the perceived positive value of acceleration in western society. Instantaneity is evident in the emphasis that information warfare proponents place on the ability to exploit time as represented in the adversary’s “decision cycle.” The duration of this cycle is an unspecified amount of time between the points when an adversary perceives a problem, makes a decision about that problem, and the adversary’s organization implements that decision. Information warfare proponents argue that getting “inside” the opponent’s decision cycle is the main objective because it secures the initiative, increases the adversary’s uncertainty, and makes him susceptible to control.

Information warfare advocates seem to forget that both the friendly and adversary sides have decision cycles and that both sides are equally prone to bounded rationality. Efforts to get into the adversary’s decision cycle are difficult and may also increase the consequences of complex process coupling. Basically each side has two problems in regard to getting “inside” the other’s decision cycle.

First, the precise time involved in the decision cycle is unknown and dynamic. Some efforts have been made to measure decision cycles in American command and control systems and the processing efficiency of some adversary command and control systems. However, so many variables may affect the decision process that it is impossible to sort them out in sufficient detail to establish any valid and durable time estimations. Furthermore, decision cycles are likely to be different under emergency circumstances when a higher level of vigilance is achieved.

Second, time itself may not have the same salience for each side. This is particularly true for a less industrialized adversary. Making a virtue of “instantaneity” is very much a western social phenomena.
Western society has developed an obsession for accelerating activities as an end in itself. This acceleration may have little bearing on the intrinsic social value or meaning of the activity itself. From this perspective, Americans tend to rush because it's exciting and it provides an artificial sense of significance and status.\(^6\) Other cultures may operate at a different rhythm that reflects their values and social relationships. Certainly, the Vietnam War demonstrates that a weaker side with a longer time horizon and greater patience can sometimes prevail against a stronger power. In any event, the implication of the instantaneity argument is that the ability to accelerate processes should be applied judiciously. There is no valid reason to rush into a situation simply because it is possible.

Acceleration is expected to be a key advantage of information warfare. However, acceleration also amplifies the adverse synergy of bounded rationality and complex process coupling. This paradox is one of the most serious potential shortcomings of information warfare.

**STRUCTURAL CONSTRAINTS AFFECTING INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT FOR INFO WARFARE**

The effects of bounded rationality and complex process coupling are present in the criticisms and weaknesses that have been identified in the logic supporting information warfare. Since intelligence is supposed to compensate for some of these weaknesses, the relationship between the intelligence community and the information warfare community becomes that much more significant. The institutional history of the intelligence community since the end of World War II suggests that very powerful structural factors have influenced the way that it has innovated and dealt with uncertainty and complexity.\(^6\)

Many of these factors also have a generally adverse synergy with bounded rationality and complex process coupling because they inhibit the intelligence community's ability to satisfy the demands implicit in the ideal form of information warfare. Overcoming the vested interests and institutional rigidity is a difficult task which will keep intelligence professionals and political leaders occupied for some time to come.

For the sake of this analysis, it is important to understand that intelligence is an “institutionalized” function of government. A number of formally authorized intelligence organizations perform specific tasks according to a mandated division of labor.\(^7\) The collective American intelligence establishment - formally called the “intelligence community” - has been explicitly defined in legislation.\(^8\) The intelligence community has also become an institution in a broader sense. It consists of a professional staff of military and civilian intelligence officers, who share attitudes about proper roles and procedures. The community also has specialized formal organizations. In recent years, a variety of non-government organizations have also begun to perform information gathering and analysis tasks. These organizations have increasingly sought to influence and challenge official policy making.\(^9\)

It is also important to understand that the American intelligence community rose from the ashes of Pearl Harbor at the beginning of World War II and matured during the Cold War.\(^10\) In 1947, when the National Security Act became law, the Cold War was a new and complex problem for the United States.\(^11\) The national political leadership had considerable uncertainty about the Soviet Union's capabilities and intentions. The USSR's secrecy and paranoia amplified this uncertainty. When the Soviet Union
detonated its first atomic bomb in 1949, a general alarm sounded in the west. National Security Council Paper 68 (NSC 68), which was delivered in April 1950, provided a response to the perceived complexity, uncertainty, and danger that the Soviet Union posed. NSC 68 was a catalyst that provided the rationale for the subsequent vast expansion of American political, diplomatic, military, and intelligence capabilities in order to contain the expansionist Soviet Union. NSC 68 was the equivalent of the “big bang” for the intelligence community’s universe.

Looking back over the evolution and expansion of the intelligence community during the Cold War, it is apparent that at least four structural factors influenced how the intelligence community defined its mission and priorities, how it organized and specialized, and how it interacted with the political system and economy. These factors are: the need to avoid surprise, confidence in technology, and the establishment of formal specialized organizations.

AVOIDING SURPRISE

In 1947, the Japanese “sneak attack” on Pearl Harbor was a very fresh and vivid memory. By that time, however, atomic bombs were considered the “winning weapon.” By extension, a surprise attack with atomic bombs became the ultimate threat and the need to avoid an atomic Pearl Harbor became a compelling objective. In retrospect, it is now known that the Soviet Union did not have the capability to launch a credible short-warning attack against the United States until the 1970s when it developed a sufficient number of reliable and accurate intercontinental ballistic missiles. Nevertheless, fear of the “bolt from the blue” was most acute in the early days of the Cold War. Consequently, the authors of NSC 68 argued that a global intelligence collection campaign was the best way to safeguard against the chance that the Soviet Union might attempt such a surprise attack.

The desire to prevent a Soviet surprise explains many of the subsequent institutional characteristics of the intelligence community because this threat dominated all others. The tremendous expansion of technical collection operations through satellites, aircraft, and ground-based collection systems, were all designed to obtain early-warning information about the Soviet Union’s military readiness and intentions. Large bureaucracies were created to manage and perfect these technical sensors.

The intelligence community takes pride in the fact that another Pearl Harbor has not occurred. Unfortunately, the record in avoiding “surprises” of a less devastating nature has not been particularly good and does not provide much reassurance for the future. Alleged intelligence surprises and “failures” have occurred regularly despite the scale of the intelligence effort. The rapid collapse of the Soviet Union was itself apparently an unanticipated surprise. How did the intelligence community fail to sense the internal erosion and fragility within the Soviet regime? How could the most carefully studied and consistently probed adversary in the international system be so weak and unstable without alarms going off all over Washington?

Surprises continue to occur because bounded rationality prevents intelligence organizations and governments from foreseeing all the potential combinations of forces and events that could lead to an unexpected development or surprise. Bounded rationality also suggests that decision makers,
commanders, and intelligence managers are all susceptible to the dominant theories of the day and orthodox thinking.

The one critical advantage that intelligence has to help mitigate the effects of bounded rationality is its analytical function. The degree that intelligence analysis can mitigate bounded rationality depends on the quality of the analysis and the resources dedicated to analysis. The intelligence community originally developed a "redundant" analytical system in which three different organizations: the CIA, the Defense Intelligence Agency, and the Bureau of Intelligence and Research in the State Department, made assessments under a nominal division of labor. This redundancy was tolerated because these agencies had different missions and customers, and because "competitive analysis" was believed to be an antidote for interpretive bias and "group think." Competitive analysis partially compensated for bounded rationality by emphasizing the "all source" nature of the intelligence used in assessments. In other words, contributions from all potential sources of intelligence were evaluated in the course of describing, explaining, and prediction an adversary's behavior.

Unfortunately, the principal intelligence agencies have reduced their analytical resources. This may tend to exacerbate the potential for systems accidents as sources of objectivity are squeezed out of the system. Furthermore, the adverse implications of reduced analysis capability is disguised by the fact that the intelligence community has always favored collection capability over analysis capability. This preference is a consequence of an enduring American faith in technology.

FAITH IN TECHNOLOGY

Colin Gray argues that confidence in a technical "fix" is a traditional article of faith in the American national style of strategy. The authors of NSC 68 shared this confidence and argued for great investments in early warning sensors and surveillance technology as potential "fixes" against a surprise attack. Intelligence collection systems continuously probed and monitored the periphery of the Soviet Union looking for indications of sneak attack preparations and to test the reactions of its intelligence sensors and response capabilities. Technical sensors also evolved into more elaborate and esoteric forms ostensibly to keep pace with advances in military and civilian technologies (e.g. missiles, guidance, telecommunications, nuclear weapons, computers, etc.) that had the potential to change the global balance of power.

The technical "fix" worked very well in the beginning because collection and analysis capabilities were matched. Technical intelligence collection systems obtained information primarily from seeing, counting, and measuring things, like missile silos, ships, airfields, tanks in motorparks, barracks, etc. They also listened to conversations and attempted to intercept "text-based" information that might reveal plans and intentions. Observing and counting things mattered a great deal in assessments of the closed Soviet Union which maintained a level of security vigilance that human espionage agents could penetrate only very occasionally and at very great risk. In the days when the Soviet Union's readiness and capability to launch a decisive surprise or deliberate attack depended on the number of its operational missile silos.
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and the disposition of its armored forces near the inter-German border, space-based strategic signals and imagery collection capabilities performed admirably.

Nevertheless, problems developed—many of them understandable in terms of complex process coupling and path dependency. Technology became a two edge sword. As technology advanced, the development of greater collection capabilities became and end in itself. Eventually collection capability outpaced the ability to analyze the “take.” Simultaneously, technical developments allowed adversaries to shield their communications and conceal their capabilities and intentions. Changes in the global information infrastructure also made it much more difficult for traditional signals intelligence activities to produce the level of detailed information that policy makers came to expect. It is no longer so easy to see the things that need to be counted (e.g. terrorist bases and infrastructure) or to hear the conversations that must be monitored, since they have been encrypted or run through fiber optic systems that do not radiate signals into free space.

Many technical collection capabilities have also proven to be more fragile than anticipated. Other sensors became obsolete more quickly than anticipated. Thomas Behling, the Deputy Director of the National Reconnaissance Office responsible for designing new systems, has already issued an alert concerning major satellite systems.

Our current generation of satellites is reaching obsolescence and will have to be replaced in the next 5 to 10 years. Given design and development lead-times, decisions about the next generation of reconnaissance satellites are being made now. As a result, by the time the military determines intelligence requirements to supports its new doctrine, it may be too late to influence decisions about the very intelligence support systems upon which the doctrine depends.

In Behling’s estimation, the window for the design of new systems is rapidly closing. If new systems are to be customized for information warfare purposes, that work must be done now. However, he is not confident that a coherent plan exists to do this because there is little consensus about what types of new systems are required.

Given the otherwise extensive attention directed to information warfare, Behling’s assertion that little attention has been given to synchronizing the design of the next generation of satellites with information warfare requirements is remarkable. Where are the information warfare planners? A tremendous coordination and planning effort must be completed in order to design and develop new satellite systems. The unique nature of these systems and small number that are built also tends to drive up cost. Cost growth might result in further cuts in the number procured. The possibility that an expensive one of a kind satellite might be destroyed in a launch accident is a very considerable additional risk. Even if the system is successfully put into orbit, and works once it gets there, the lower density of systems may reduce the availability of intelligence if crises develop at the same time in widely separated parts of the globe. This is complex process coupling in its pure form.

Obsolescence is also not a unique problem, but it has become more difficult to solve. Dealing with obsolescence in the intelligence community was not a great problem during the Cold War because the
financial backing for strategic reconnaissance systems was almost limitless. New systems were deployed continuously. Spare satellites were often built and launched or kept in reserve for emergency surges. After the Cold War, the situation changed very dramatically. Budgets are still quite large, but losing ground relative to costs and collection continues to be favored over analysis. The picture has changed from a period of redundant and flexible coverage that could compensate for surprises and complex process coupling to a period of relative scarcity.

Information warfare advocates within the military services have noted the declining capability of national intelligence collection systems with concern, but other advocates have dismissed the problem. Since it is now possible to buy satellite pictures with one meter resolution on the ground, they argue that the national imagery system may not be as relevant as it was before. For that matter, intelligence organizations have also started to buy imagery from commercial vendors since it is sometimes easier to buy this imagery than to retarget the declining number of intelligence satellites that are already committed to other missions.

The relative decline of the ability of the national technical collections system to keep up with changes in technology and the growing complexity of the bureaucratic politics and processes involved with replacing and upgrading these systems offers some important lessons for information warfare. First, emphasis on collection must be balanced with equivalent emphasis on the ability to analyze the take. The current imbalance in favor of collection tends to perpetuate the chances for surprises despite the scale of the collection campaign. Second, the fact that new systems are apparently not being designed to maximize their relevance to information warfare fundamentally undermines any claim that information warfare is being pursued as a coherent strategic capability. Third, the availability of imagery from a commercial source in peacetime does not guarantee that the imagery will be available during a crisis. Commercial vendors are also not under the same obligation to insure the accuracy of the information they provide. Finally, technology choices and commitments are often very closely integrated with organizational preferences. When technology choices and organizational preferences become rigidly locked together, the ability to adapt new approaches is stifled.

THE RISE OF SPECIALIZED COLLECTION ORGANIZATIONS

During the Cold War, the investments in technology and fielding of systems simultaneously produced the third structural factor - the establishment of specialized collection organizations. The National Security Agency was established in 1952 to continue signals intelligence activities that the military services conducted in World War II. The CIA had initial responsibility, which it shared with the Air Force, for the development of air and space borne sensors. Ultimately in 1960, the National Reconnaissance Office was established under the Air Force to conduct the air and space imagery collection mission. CIA retained responsibility for control of covert action and clandestine agent espionage operations; but the military services also conducted agent based collection and counterintelligence operations, subject to CIA approval.
The concentration of collection capabilities in specialized organizations tended to "stove pipe" the collection and analysis of information. Each organization was vertically integrated. They controlling the design and operation of its systems, as well as the distribution of its products. While the "competitive analysis" approach compensated somewhat for the "stove pipe" phenomena, the expansion of bureaucratic domains introduced considerable intellectual and organizational rigidity that, in turn, amplified bounded rationality and complex process coupling.

The development of specialized collection agencies has now become a liability because the agencies have become "locked" into their narrowly specialized collection technologies that are too narrowly focused. Furthermore, the agencies cut back analytical resources which reduced their ability to recognize the implications of changes in the strategic environment. They also became encumbered by their own "dogma" and organizational orthodoxy. They have been slow to adopt non-traditional applications of their sensors and to repackage their products to make them quickly available and relevant to the new forms of warfare.

This traditionalism does not bode well for the information warfare advocates who anticipate synergy from non-linear associations and agile multi-tasking. Fortunately, there is some hope that an effective harmony can be established between the current and anticipated capabilities of the intelligence community and the intelligence support requirements of information warfare. This hope is based on the reassertion of the proper role of analysis in command and control and a fundamental reevaluation of the division of labor and responsibility for battlefield information.

ESTABLISHING A HARMONY BETWEEN INTELLIGENCE AND INFORMATION WARFARE

COPING WITH BOUNDED RATIONALITY

There is no escape from bounded rationality, but some conceptual, organizational, doctrinal, and technological changes can be made to help cope with its consequences. For information warfare advocates, the first task is to understand that not all information is created equal. Different types of information have different strengths, weaknesses, and meaning. Surveillance and reconnaissance sensors, for example, may provide moving target indicators of an enemy advance. This is vital warning information that reveals movement, direction, and possibly strength. Imagery from satellites can reveal the types of equipment that the adversary is using which suggests the capabilities that can be brought to bear. Neither source reveal intentions. The intentions of the adversary may be revealed in an intercepted communication or through a clandestine agent. For that matter, the adversary may publicly declare his intentions. At other times, the adversary's intentions may remain a mystery and the subject of hopefully well-informed speculation.

In light of the different types and values of information, advocates must take a hard look at the anticipated benefits of information superiority. They must come to understand that information superiority will not provide automatic understanding of the adversary's intentions. Rather, sensor data and other
inputs must be related to the context of the adversary's prior actions, probable or stated intentions, and a variety of other factors.

Intelligence and operations research analysis helps compensate for bounded rationality by widening the number of minds that examine and assess these indicators. Devil's advocate procedures built into analytical routines can further test the plausibility of conclusions drawn from observations. Analysis is no guarantee that the right answer will be found, but it raises the probability that the quality of the decisions will be improved. These types of procedures should be emphasized in information warfare doctrine, which so far has concentrated on establishing information operations staff relationships and organizations.  

The second task for proponents of information warfare is to improve their understanding of the effects of the man-machine interfaces in these systems. Decision aids that tame raging information flows may also increase the knowledge burdens associated with using the aid properly. This knowledge burden may be very tolerable if the decision aid is well designed and fits into the organization's rhythm and purpose. On the other hand, complex decision aids have higher probability for unintended consequences, and aids that are not compatible with the organizational context will only add to the confusion.

Information warfare advocates must also understand that autonomous linkages between target detection and fire control have a great potential for unintended consequences and catastrophic outcomes. These systems may be necessary, but in no case can the speed of any machine be interpreted as a certification of the quality of the data or the validity of the conclusion it reports. As imperfect as human decision making can be, in warfare it is vital to keep a human hand and mind in the loop.

The intelligence community must also take a number of steps to compensate for bounded rationality. First, it must remember that analysis is an intellectual process that takes place in the analyst's mind and in the conversations and coordination that occurs between groups of analysts studying the same problem. It is not a process that can be easily transferred to or replicated in a machine.

Man-machine interfaces are necessary to properly use reconnaissance and sensor systems, but systems must be designed in a manner that permits the analyst to understand the machine's status and the meaning of its output. When intelligence analysis tools become so complex that the analyst "user" becomes the "system operator," a fundamental goal displacement occurs and the machine becomes the analyst. Bounded rationality is bad enough in people, but the catastrophic potential of inappropriate logic in automated intelligence analysis systems is as great as it would be in automatic target engagement systems.

The best way to deal with bounded rationality is to use intelligence analysis as a function and intelligence analysts as individuals in a manner that increases the ability of both to add understanding to military operations and to serve as buffers to maintain positive control. The analysis process and the individual analysts must pay particular attention to the adversary's intentions and the operational environment, and provide critical feedback about the consequences of operations. This includes battle damage assessment.
These are not new roles for intelligence analysis. New roles are not required; the argument here is that the military intelligence leadership must reverse the trend toward the marginalization of analysis that has been induced by the vivid nature of surveillance and reconnaissance technologies. The output of these systems has led some warfighters to conclude that they can be their own intelligence analyst. Military intelligence leaders must convince those who hold this view that it is as dangerous as the one that inspires a doctor to treat himself. The consequences of bounded rationality demand that an effective relationship be established between the sources of understanding and the forces of action. Unfortunately, intelligence leaders have a difficult task because the core argument of information warfare is precisely that information superiority reduces understanding to a product that comes out of a convenient and reliable black box.

The second major step for the national intelligence leadership in terms of compensating for bounded rationality is the restoration of the balance between collection and analysis capabilities. Collection capabilities have been vastly overbuilt and analysis capability has declined dangerously. If budgets and manpower are to be held constant, the only plausible option is to move resources from collection capabilities to increase the analysis base. This is plausible and practicable because the information age does provide many more sources of information that are easier to acquire and use. Current signals intelligence collection must also be more discriminating. The signals intelligence vacuum cleaners have become less effective as a result of the global proliferation of cryptography. Some effort should be maintained at code breaking, but it must be more precisely focused. Sustaining imagery capabilities is required, but some reductions are possible because commercial satellites provide alternative sources. Expansion of human based intelligence should also be considered, but not only in terms of developing clandestine agent networks. The deployment of intelligence officers and military attaches provides overt liaison and coordination capabilities that work with foreign nations. This is less risky in terms of potential political embarrassment, and also recognizes the fact that most human intelligence reporting comes from these types of relationships.

Transferring investments from collection to analysis offers the intelligence community the best hope for separating what is important from background noise. Shifting emphasis from collection to analysis will also be difficult, because big systems develop organizational and technological constituencies that are interested in their perpetuation. Analysis is a function that does not have a natural constituency. The community leadership that the Director of Central Intelligence is expected to provide is the only answer to this structural condition. It is a difficult but critical task.

COPING WITH COUPLING

Information warfare advocates must also realize that complexity and acceleration lead to complex process coupling and - potentially - to systems accidents. The campaign in Kosovo provides excellent reasons to reexamine the information warfare premise that acceleration is good. Operations against the Milosevic regime demonstrate that an adversary can accelerate or decelerate strategic interactions in
ways that can be made immune from friendly influence. Acting faster than the opponent is not always the better course of action.

Time “obsession” is a western social construct. Time is important in warfare, but it only has the salience that information warfare advocates claim when the adversary is a mirror image of the U.S. Only an adversary with the same technologies and the same cultural and social expectations about the value of “instantaneity” will be equally vulnerable to its effects. As the Chinese Embassy bombing example demonstrates, the pressure to act fast and to sustain complex systems, like air tasking order cycles, is replete with the danger of systems accidents.

For information warfare, the best way to mitigate the consequence of complex process coupling is to synchronize operational tempos with the natural rhythm of the strategic interaction that is occurring with the adversary. Information warfare advocates must understand that it is more appropriate to act only as fast or slow as the situation demands. The information warfare “system of systems” must be able to surge and rest as appropriate. If the entire system of systems is sustained at the highest possible speed, it will quickly go into a state of alert fatigue or will need infusions of extraordinary additional resources to maintain hyper vigilance. In any event, hyper vigilance is no panacea, since it can also produce a systems accident.

Contrary to the fundamental tenets of information warfare, the task of creating understanding may mean that the system’s tempo must be slowed down in order to increase the amount of time available to make higher quality decisions. It also means moving from a system that is based primarily on brute force information processing power, to a system that balances processing power with conceptual finesse and subtlety. Stepping back from the brink of “instantaneity” may also improve the appreciation for the technological hubris that lies at the heart of information warfare and for the fact that the human capital of decision making systems, as imperfect as it may be, is the component that gives actions meaning and sustains restraint and conscience behind these actions.

The reassertion of intelligence analysis as a vital compliment to operations will also address some of the consequences of complex process coupling. As long as they are not subverted by the pressure and demands from the battlefield operators, analysts in key locations in the command and control system may provide warning when systems errors are developing. For analysts to do this, a new partnership must be established with warfighters for more effective use and placement of analysts.

To establish this partnership, the military intelligence leadership must reevaluate its roles and responsibilities for using information and developing understanding. This reevaluation should result in a more effective division of labor and responsibilities with the proponents of communications, command and control, and fire support functions. Establishing a better division of labor requires the military intelligence leadership to demonstrate vision and discipline because information technology and information warfare doctrine potentially marginalize the value of intelligence analysis.

First, the emphasis on sensor output draws intelligence into a direct support role for fire control. Tension between the intelligence and fire support functions has existed since the first battlefield radars
were deployed. A battlefield radar, which enabled intelligence to see and count approaching forces, also permitted the field artillery to engage distant targets. Bureaucratic fights developed over proponency for these sensors. Intelligence leaders believed radar contributed to understanding the enemy. Weapons proponents believed radar improved the ability to destroy the enemy. The offensive spirit of Army doctrine resolved the argument in favor of the field artillery. For that matter, it would be pointless for a military intelligence leader to argue that intelligence should not support fire control.

The situation with information warfare technologies provides a similar controversy. Are the information technologies servants or masters? The argument presented here is that they must be servants who support a household that is united in its perception of their advantages, liabilities, and proper roles.

Second, escalating specialized communication requirements to move vast loads of information put military intelligence into functional competition with the signal corps. Intelligence leaders, who were frustrated with the inability of the signal community to meet intelligence transmission bandwidth requirements, argued for the development of dedicated signal capabilities. Some impressive systems were acquired. Given the inclination of information warfare advocates to equate information and intelligence, the distinction between intelligence communications and general command and control communications has been blurred. If intelligence analysis has little real or perceived value, than it is logical to see intelligence as redundant and argue for the consolidation of intelligence and signal functions as “information specialists.” Unfortunately, this unification would make little contribution to dealing with bounded rationality and would also eliminate a buffer which helps mitigate the chances for systems accidents.

The intelligence community and military intelligence leadership must sharpen the distinction between intelligence analysis, sensor output, and communications services. The military intelligence leadership should engage its operations and communications counterparts in a review of the division of labor and authority for information flows supporting military operations. These functions are obviously interdependent to some degree. The issue is whether the interdependence in these functions is appropriately balanced and integrated. If increasingly dense application of information technologies on the battlefield amplifies the role ambiguity between intelligence, fire control, and signal functions, then complex process coupling will get worse.

If a new and complimentary division of labor can be designed that accounts for the adverse consequences of complex process coupling, then dataflows may be rationalized and practical command and control relationships can be established. Achieving this new balance will probably require very significant reorganization and integration of battlefield intelligence, command and control, and signal capabilities. It will challenge old assumptions about the organization of staffs and the role of combat support organizations. The old “G-staff” structure may no longer be relevant for coordinating these more integrated staff structures. Similarly, hybrid organizations may be needed that more closely integrate the combat support units that provide intelligence and signals services. Reorganization across disciplines is
one of the most difficult tasks that face any military establishment. Even information warfare advocates have shied away from predicting what kind of organizational changes are needed to best utilize these new technologies.

The intelligence community cannot wait to allow the information process to limit the role of intelligence to surveillance and reconnaissance system management, or to marginalize the value of intelligence analysis. The intelligence community must take the lead in helping information users and proponents define the division of labor and authority that must be created to reap the benefits of information warfare while mitigating the consequences of bounded rationality and complex process coupling.

CONCLUSION

Herbert Simon captured the essence of the problem that the intelligence community leadership must help resolve. The intelligence community must challenge the theoretical musings about information warfare that discount the characteristics and capabilities of the human members of the system. Intelligence leaders should remind themselves and information warfare advocates that equal consideration must be given to the human dimension of information warfare and the organizations that have been created to conduct it. The promise of technology that fascinates information warfare advocates, should not cloud an appreciation for the capabilities of human decision-makers:

For generations to come, although the systems we call organizations will have some mechanized components, their most numerous and most crucial elements will continue to be men. The effectiveness of these systems in handling problems will depend more heavily on the effectiveness of the thinking, problem-solving, and decision-making that men do than upon the operation of the computers and their programs. 103

As Simon has noted, each human decision-maker is provided with a sizable memory that is stocked cumulatively over a long period of years with various kinds of relevant and irrelevant information, skills, and emotions. Each is able to communicate in natural language with his fellows. Each has the capacity to understand the meaning of their role and their circumstances. Each has courage and - hopefully - the desire to be “good.”
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